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 An official BSA program designed to 
increase focus and awareness on youth 
members in four main categories: 
◦ Science 
◦ Technology 
◦ Engineering 
◦ Mathematics 



1. It’s a natural extension of your existing 
advancement program. 

2. STEM is an excellent way of spurring 
analytical & creative thinking. 

3. It prepares boys for the work-force. 
4. It’s  FUN! 

 
 



 Wolf, Bear, Webelos, and Arrow of Light 
scouts 

 Boy Scouts who are at least First Class 
 Venturers 

 



 Cub Scout & Webelos Nova awards: 
◦ Science Everywhere (Science) 
◦ Tech Talk (Technology) 
◦ Swing! (Engineering) 
◦ 1-2-3 Go! (Mathematics) 

 
 

 Cub Scout Supernova Award 
◦ Dr. Luis W. Alvarez Supernova 

 
 Webelos Supernova Award 
◦ Dr. Charles H. Townes Supernova 



 Boy Scout Nova awards: 
◦ Shoot! (Science) 
◦ Start Your Engines! (Technology) 
◦ Whoosh! (Engineering) 
◦ Designed to Crunch! (Mathematics) 

 
 

 Boy Scout Supernova Award(s) 
◦ Dr. Bernard Harris Supernova 
◦ Thomas Edison Supernova Award 



 Venturing Nova awards: 
◦ Launch! (Science) 
◦ Power Up (Technology) 
◦ Hang On! (Engineering) 
◦ Numbers Don’t Lie ! (Mathematics) 

 
 

 Venturing Supernova Award(s) 
◦ Dr. Sally Ride Supernova Award 
◦ Wright Brothers Supernova Award 
◦ Dr. Albert Einstein Supernova Award 



 Astronomy 
 Geography 
 Geology 
 Map and Compass 
 Photography 
 Science 
 Weather 
 Wildlife Conservation 
 (and a lot of the sports ones) 



 Craftsman 
 Engineer 
 Forester 
 Geologist 
 Naturalist 
 Outdoorsman 
 Readyman 
 Scholar 
 Scientist 

 



 LOTS! 
 Animal Science, Astronomy, 

Bird Study, Chemistry, Computers, 
Drafting, Electricity, Electronics, 
Energy, Engineering, Environmental 
Science, Forestry, Geology, Insect 
Study, Inventing, Mammal Study, 
Medicine, Model design and Building, 
Nature, Nuclear Science, Oceanography, 
Personal Management, Photography, Plant Science, 
Reptile and Amphibian Study, Robotics, Soil and 
Water Conservation, Space Exploration, Surveying, 
Veterinary Medicine, and Weather 
 

http://www.scouting.org/stem/Council/MeritBadge.aspx 



 Museum of Science visit, with a special 
STEM-focused activity & discussion with 
Museum staff 

 Eight special meetings, each 90 minutes 
long, focused on pre-defined areas 

 Customized curriculum, with homework 
 Dangerous electricity experiments! 
 Field trip (Engineering company) 
 Rocket kits and launching! 
 Individual science experiments 



 Unless your Wolf scouts are REALLY advanced, 
wait until the Bear year. 

 Don’t do it for just one boy, or just your son. 
Ideal ratio: 8/1 or so. 

 Team up! 
 Don’t counsel your own son. 
 Involve your parents, especially those in STEM 

fields. 
 Do separate meetings, outside the normal Den 

& Pack schedule. 
 Don’t do it all yourself either – homework is 

required. 
 Present it as something special – it is! 
 DO IT AND HAVE FUN! 

 



 Program overview: http://www.scouting.org/stem.aspx 
 

 Cub Scout STEM Guide: 
http://www.stlbsa.org/programs/stem/Documents/34032_CSNova.pdf 
 

 Boy Scout Stem Guide: 
http://www.stlbsa.org/programs/stem/Documents/34033_BSNova.pdf 
 

 Venturing STEM guide: 
http://www.threefirescouncil.org/images/Advancement/Files/34031_Venturer.pdf 
 

 Belt Loops, Merit Badge/STEM overlap: 
http://www.scouting.org/stem/Council/MeritBadge.aspx 
 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.scouting.org/stem.aspx
http://www.stlbsa.org/programs/stem/Documents/34032_CSNova.pdf
http://www.stlbsa.org/programs/stem/Documents/34033_BSNova.pdf
http://www.threefirescouncil.org/images/Advancement/Files/34031_Venturer.pdf
http://www.scouting.org/stem/Council/MeritBadge.aspx


 We know that sparks fly from a statically charged balloon to your hand 
when it's close enough. Does having a wet hand make a difference in 
this distance? 
 

 Which is stronger, artificial or natural cloth? My hypothesis is that 
artificial cloth will be stronger because it would made stronger for 
different uses. 
 

 I know tinfoil floats. If I have a piece of tinfoil the size of 8x6 how many 
marbles can it hold before it sinks? If I double the size of the tinfoil 
(surface area), can it hold double the number of marbles? Triple? 
 

 Does dehydrating popcorn kernels in an oven effect their popping 
“performance” and taste later on? 
 

 Does putting weight on the back of a Pinewood Derby Car REALLY make 
a difference? 
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